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    Deep Convolutional Network 
• Deep convolutional neural network to predict y = f(x):

Lj : spatial convolutions and linear combination of channels

L1

Lj

⇢(a) = max(a, 0): Relu

⇢

⇢ linear

Scale axis

Supervised learning of Lj from n examples {xi, f(xi)}in

Exceptional results for images, speech, language, bio-data...
quantum chemistry regressions, ....

f̃(x)

How does it reduce dimensionality ?

x 2 Rd

, Sparsity, Invariants

low dimension

Y. LeCun

Multiscale



 Statistical Models from 1 Example

• Supervised network training (ex: on ImageNet)
• For 1 realisation x of X, compute each layer

x
6 104 pixels

x̃
2 105 correlations

M. Bethdge et. al.

• Compute correlation statistics of network coe�cients
• Synthesize x̃ having similar statistics

What mathematical interpretation ?



   Learned Generative Networks

L1

⇢
Lj

⇢X

Encoder

W1 W2 Wj

eX = G(Z)

Decoder

Z = �(X)

Gaussian white� G

Network trained on bedroom images:

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2016

Figure 4: Top rows: Interpolation between a series of 9 random points in Z show that the space
learned has smooth transitions, with every image in the space plausibly looking like a bedroom. In
the 6th row, you see a room without a window slowly transforming into a room with a giant window.
In the 10th row, you see what appears to be a TV slowly being transformed into a window.

6.3.2 VECTOR ARITHMETIC ON FACE SAMPLES

In the context of evaluating learned representations of words (Mikolov et al., 2013) demonstrated
that simple arithmetic operations revealed rich linear structure in representation space. One canoni-
cal example demonstrated that the vector(”King”) - vector(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”) resulted in a
vector whose nearest neighbor was the vector for Queen. We investigated whether similar structure
emerges in the Z representation of our generators. We performed similar arithmetic on the Z vectors
of sets of exemplar samples for visual concepts. Experiments working on only single samples per
concept were unstable, but averaging the Z vector for three examplars showed consistent and stable
generations that semantically obeyed the arithmetic. In addition to the object manipulation shown
in (Fig. 7), we demonstrate that face pose is also modeled linearly in Z space (Fig. 8).

These demonstrations suggest interesting applications can be developed using Z representations
learned by our models. It has been previously demonstrated that conditional generative models can
learn to convincingly model object attributes like scale, rotation, and position (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2014). This is to our knowledge the first demonstration of this occurring in purely unsupervised
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Z2

Network trained on faces of celebrities:
G(Z)

What mathematical interpretation ?

Linearization of deformations

• Wasserstein autoencoder: trained on n examples {xi}in



Image Classification: ImageNet 2012
1000 classes, 1.2 million labeled training images, of 224⇥ 224 pixelsY LeCun

MA Ranzato

Object Recognition [Krizhevsky, Sutskever, Hinton 2012]

Alex-Net ResNet
Top 5 error 20% 10%



u1

u2

Multiscale regroupement of interactions of d bodies

into interactions of O(log d) groups.

) wavelet transforms.Scale separation

Interactions
across scales

 Scale Separation and Interactions 
           

Interactions de d bodies represented by x(u) : particles, pixels...

How to capture scale interactions ?

• Dimension reduction:

Critical
harmonic analysis
problems since 1970’s



  Overview

• Scale separation with wavelets and interactions through phase 

• Linear scale interaction models:  
– Compressive signal approximations 
– Stochastic models of stationary processes 

• Non-linear scale interactions models with sparse dictionaries 
– Generative autoencoders 
– Classification of ImageNet 

• All these roads go to Convolutional Neural Networks…



rotated and dilated:

 Scale separation with Wavelets

• Wavelet transform:

Wx =

✓
x ? �2J
x ?  �

◆

�

• Wavelet filter  (u):

�1

�2

 ̂2j ,✓(!)

+ i

real parts imaginary parts✓ Fourier

\x ?  �(!) = x̂(!)  ̂�(!)

 �(u) = 2�2j  (2�jr✓u)

invertible

• Zero-mean and no correlations across scales:
X

u

x ?  �(u)x ?  
⇤
�0(u) =

X

!

|bx(!)|2  �(!) �(!)
⇤ ⇡ 0 if � 6= �0

problem!

2 phases
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Figure 2.3: Three Morlet wavelet families with different sets of parameters. For each
set of parameters, we show, from left to right, the gaussian window φJ , all the Morlet
wavelets ψθ,j, and the associated Littlewood Paley sum A(ω). When the number of scales
J increases, so does the width of the low pass wavelet φJ . When the number of orientations
C increases or when the number of scales per octave Q decreases, the Morlet wavelets
become more elongated in the direction perpendicular to their orientation, and hence have
an increased angular sensitivity.
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How to capture

multiscale similarities ?

Relu & Phase



 Rectified Wavelet Coefficients

Ux =

✓
x ? �2J

⇢(x ?  ↵,�)

◆

↵,�

⇢(a) + ⇢(�a) = a ) x = U�1Ux with U�1 linear

• Linearly invertible:

• Relu creates non-zero mean and correlations across scales:
X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u))

X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u)) ⇢(x ?  ↵0,�0(u))

: conv. net. coe�cients

• Multiphase real wavelets:  ↵,� = Real(e�i↵  �)

• Rectified with ⇢(a) = max(a, 0):



Linear Rectifiers act on Phase

Ux(u,↵,�) = ⇢(x ? Real(ei↵  �)) = ⇢(Real(ei↵ x ?  �))

Ux(u,↵,�) = |x ?  �| ⇢(cos(↵+ '(x ?  �))

x ?  � = |x ?  �| ei'(x? �)

8z = |z|ei'(z) 2 C , [z]k , |z| eik'(z)Phase harmonics

A Relu computes phase harmonics:

Homogeneous: ⇢(↵a) = ↵⇢(a) if ↵ > 0

for any homogeneous non-linearity ⇢.

Fourier transform along the phase ↵:Theorem :

with �(↵) = ⇢(cos↵)

bUx(u, k,�) = �̂(k) |x ?  �(u)| eik'(x? la(u))



   Frequency Transpositions

Phase harmonics:

Correlated if k� ⇡ �0

k = 1

k = 2

k = 3

� 2� 3�

\x ?  �(!)

!

!

!

�

Performs a non-linear frequency dilation / transposition

with no time dilation

\x ?  �0(!)

�0

[x ?  �]
k = |x ?  �(u)| ei k'(x? �(u))

not correlated

Phase

Harmonics



|x ?  j,✓(u)| '(x ?  j,✓(u))
k = 2

k '(x ?  j,✓(u))

j

Scale Transposition with Harmonics

scale

�1

�2

�1

�2

k = 2

Frequency transpositions

Correlated

Phase harmonics:



 Linear Prediction Across Scales/Freq.
• Relu mean and correlations: invariant to translations

C(↵,�,↵0,�0) = d�1
X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u)) ⇢(x ?  ↵0,�0(u))

M(↵,�) = d�1
X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u))

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Top: original signal x(u) as a function of u. (a): wavelet transform

modulus |x⇤ �(u)| with Q = 16 scales per octave, as a function of (u, log2 �)

along the horizontal and vertical axes. White and black points correspond

respectively to small and large amplitudes. (b): complex phase '(x ⇤  �(u))

as a function of (u, log2 �).
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�

�0

⇢(x ?  ↵,�)

⇢(x ?  ↵0,�0)

• Define linear autoregressive model from low to high frequencies:

Linear prediction



  Compressive Reconstructions

x̃ = argmin
y

kCx� Cy + (Mx�My) (Mx�My)⇤k2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: For each figure, the top graph is the original signal x of N =

1024 points. The curve below gives the PSNR of signals x̃ reconstructed

from P wavelet harmonic correlations and means, as a function of log10 P/N .

The first and second parts of each curve correspond to Q = 1 and Q = 2

respectively, for � varying.

34

Approximation rate optimal for total variation signals:

PSNR (db)

log10(m/d)

kx� x̃k ⇠ m�2

Gaspar Rochette, Sixin Zhang

• If x ?  � is sparse then x is recovered from m ⌧ d

phase harmonic means Mx and covariances Cx:



(a) (b)

Figure 8: Each original image x shown at the top has N2 = 2562 pixels.

The curve below gives the PSNR of signals x̃ reconstructed from P wavelet

harmonic correlations and mean coe�cients, as a function of log10 P/N
2.

36

PSNR (db)

Approximation rate optimal for total variation signals:

  Compressive Reconstructions

log10(m/d)

kx� x̃k ⇠ m�1



       Gaussian Models of Stationary Proc.

d = 6104
x

x̃

Figure 2: Gradient descent microcanonical model conditioned on wavelet covariance matrix.

First and second column: data and model sample of Ergodic 1/f process. Third and fourth

column: data and model sample of Turbulence 2d.

Ergodic 1/f process. But visually it is not suitable for Turbulence 2d. The model

fails to capture the intermittency and the oriented structures such as tourbillon. We

discuss in the next section how to improve the model by capturing the non-linear phase

interactions using the wavelet phase harmonics.

3 Wavelet Phase Harmonic Covariance

We are going to capture the phase interactions between wavelet coe�cients. This can

be achieved by the phase harmonics which multiply the phase of wavelet coe�cients

by integers without changing their modulus. The wavelet coe�cients get non-linearly

transposed in frequency. It creates scale interactions when we compute their covari-

ance. Section 3.1 introduces the wavelet phase harmonics. They generalize the local

phase used in [8]. We also reveal their connections with the rectifier non-linearity com-

monly used in convolutional neural network (CNN) in deep learning [22]. Section 3.2

introduces the wavelet phase harmonic covariance. We get a new sparse covariance

matrix which extends the wavelet covariance matrix. Improvements of the gradient-

descent microcanonical models are shown on Turbulence and Texture processes. We

discuss the connection with cross-scale phase statistics in [8] and the gram matrix of

the features maps in CNN [10, 11] to model textures.

3.1 Frequency transposition with wavelet phase harmon-

ics

To capture the phase interaction across scales, we introduce wavelet phase harmon-

ics. By multiplying the phase of complex wavelet coe�cients by integers (aka. phase

harmonics), the frequency of the resulting coe�cients gets transposed in the Fourier

domain. We illustrate this non-linear phenomenon on Gaussian white noise. As wavelet

coe�cients, these coe�cients remain stationary and have variance of the same order.

Fourier analysis on phase harmonics reveals an interesting connection with the rectifier

non-linearity commonly used in CNN.

7

Gaussian model with
same power spectrum

No correlation is captured across scales and frequencies.
Random phases.

From d empirical moments:
d�1

P
u(x(u)x(u� ⌧))

How to capture non-Gaussianity and long range interactions ?

Kolmogorov model:

What stochastic models
for turbulence ?



        Models of Stationary Processes

x

Sixin Zhang

d ! 1

d ! 1

If ergodic then empirical moments converge:

d�1
X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u))

d�1
X

u

⇢(x ?  ↵,�(u)) ⇢(x ?  ↵0,�0(u)) E
⇣
⇢(x ?  ↵,�) ⇢(x ?  ↵0,�0)

⌘

E
⇣
⇢(x ?  ↵,�)

⌘

• Stationary processes conditioned by translation invariant moments



         Ergodic Stationary Processes

d = 6104

x

x̃

number
of moments

Sixin Zhang

Same quality as with learned Deep networks
with much less moments

m = 3103 Phase coherence is captured



   Multifractal Models

Fig. 4. Financial time series: scattering reconstruction.
Top: example of reconstruction. Bottom, left to right: multi-
fractal scaling function ⇣(q), cdf P (x), and leverage L⌧ , for
the original S&P 500 data (black) and reconstructions (red).

Wavelet phase harmonics. Let '(z) denote the phase of
z 2 C. Wavelet phase harmonics are defined in [24] by

8k 2 Z, [x ?  j ]
k = |x ?  j |eik'(x? j). (10)

Wavelet phase harmonics [x ?  j ]k thus have the same mod-
ulus as x ?  j , but their phase is amplified by a factor k.

The Fourier transform of x ?  j is x̂  ̂j . Multiplying
the phase by a factor k also multiplies all frequencies by k.
This nonlinear transformation essentially dilates the Fourier
support of x̂  ̂j by a factor k but it does not modify the
variation in time of the modulus |x ?  j(t)|. It can thus be in-
terpreted as a frequency transposition, as in a musical score,
which transposes frequencies without affecting “rhythms”
and “melodies”.
Phase-harmonic moments. A phase-harmonic representa-
tion is defined by

U`x = ck [x ?  j ]
k with ` = (j, k), 1  j  J, (11)

where the multiplicative constants ck are adjusted to satisfy
the contractive property (4). For k = 0, the mean is the same
as scattering means (8):

µ` = h|x ?  j |i = kx ?  jk1 (12)

and for k 6= 0 the mean is nearly zero because h ji = 0.
One can also verify that a wavelet phase harmonic covariance
matrix is sparse [24]. Nonzero covariance coefficients cap-
ture scale interactions for ` = (k, j) and `0 = (k0, j0) when:
i) k = 1 and j

0 = k
0 + j to correlate variability at different

scales, ii) k = k
0 = 0, to correlate low-frequency envelopes,

and iii) k = 0 and k
0 2 {1, 2, 3} to correlate envelopes with

coarse scales. When k or k0 are nonzero, these moments re-
tain the phase information, and measure the effects of tempo-
ral asymmetries at different scales.
Joint scattering and phase harmonics models They are
computed with a representation Ux which incorporates both
the scattering coefficients (7) and the wavelet phase harmon-
ics (10). The resulting covariance matrix is the union of

Fig. 5. Financial time series: mixed reconstruction. Top:
example of reconstruction. Bottom, left to right: multifrac-
tal scaling function ⇣(q), cdf P (x), and leverage L⌧ , for the
original S&P 500 data (black) and reconstructions (red).

the diagonal scattering covariance coefficients and the scale-
interaction wavelet phase-harmonic covariance. Realizations
x̃ of the resulting microcanonical models are computed from
empirical scattering and wavelet phase-harmonic covariances.

5.2. Numerical results

Financial time series. Figure 5 (top) shows a reconstructed
realization of S&P daily returns using the combined micro-
canonical model. The temporal intermittency and irregularity
are correctly captured. Fig. 5 (bottom left and middle) further
shows that the addition of phase-harmonic moments improves
estimates of multifractal properties: the functions ⇣ and P for
the original and replicates are almost indistinguishable.

Figure 5 (bottom right) shows the main benefit of the ad-
dition of phase-harmonic moments: the leverage effect is cor-
rectly captured. The leverage L(⌧) is found to be 0 for ⌧ < 0,
and negative for ⌧ > 0. Further , despite a clear bias, the
dynamics of the recovered L(⌧) for ⌧ > 0 resembles an ex-
ponential with a similar time constant as the original. These
results clearly suggest that phase-harmonic moments succeed
in capturing temporal asymmetries in the data.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a stochastic model to represent inter-
mittent time series with nongaussian heavy-tailed distribu-
tions, long-range correlations, and temporal asymmetries. We
showed that it provides a good model for financial time series
such as the S&P 500 daily returns. Our results demonstrate
that second-order scattering moments are sufficient to capture
the high-order statistics of multifractal processes. We also
showed that phase-harmonic correlations can reproduce tem-
poral asymmetries such as the leverage effect. An extension
to other statistical properties and to multivariate situations is
under development.

E[ |X ⋆ ψ |q ] ∼ 2jζ(q )• Multifractal properties: 

• Probability distribution: 

• Leverage correlation:

P( |x | )

L(τ) = E [ |X(t + τ) |2 X(t)]

Roberto Leonarduzi

Financial S & P 500 returns:

without high order moments

reproduce high-order
moments

: time asymmetry



   Learned Generative Networks

L1

⇢
Lj

⇢X

Encoder

W1 W2 Wj

eX = G(Z)

Decoder

Z = �(X)

Gaussian white� G

• Variational autoencoder: trained on n examples {xi}in

Network trained on bedroom images:

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2016

Figure 4: Top rows: Interpolation between a series of 9 random points in Z show that the space
learned has smooth transitions, with every image in the space plausibly looking like a bedroom. In
the 6th row, you see a room without a window slowly transforming into a room with a giant window.
In the 10th row, you see what appears to be a TV slowly being transformed into a window.

6.3.2 VECTOR ARITHMETIC ON FACE SAMPLES

In the context of evaluating learned representations of words (Mikolov et al., 2013) demonstrated
that simple arithmetic operations revealed rich linear structure in representation space. One canoni-
cal example demonstrated that the vector(”King”) - vector(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”) resulted in a
vector whose nearest neighbor was the vector for Queen. We investigated whether similar structure
emerges in the Z representation of our generators. We performed similar arithmetic on the Z vectors
of sets of exemplar samples for visual concepts. Experiments working on only single samples per
concept were unstable, but averaging the Z vector for three examplars showed consistent and stable
generations that semantically obeyed the arithmetic. In addition to the object manipulation shown
in (Fig. 7), we demonstrate that face pose is also modeled linearly in Z space (Fig. 8).

These demonstrations suggest interesting applications can be developed using Z representations
learned by our models. It has been previously demonstrated that conditional generative models can
learn to convincingly model object attributes like scale, rotation, and position (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2014). This is to our knowledge the first demonstration of this occurring in purely unsupervised
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Linearization of deformations

• Encoder Lipschitz continuous to actions of deformations

How to build such auto encoders ?



     Averaged Rectified Wavelets

2J

Ux ? �J

if D⌧x(u) = x(u� ⌧(u)) then

lim
J!1

kSJD⌧x� SJxk  C kr⌧k1 kxk

Theorem

Ux ? �J =

✓
x ? �2J (2

Jn)
⇢(x ?  ↵,�) ? �J(2Jn)

◆

↵,�

- Gaussianization

- Linearize small deformations

Scale separation and spatial averaging with �J :

Spatial averaging at a large scale 2J :



   Multiscale Autoencoder

Ux ? �Jx

• Encoder:

U�1
Deconvolution

CNN
eUx ex

Non-linear Dictionary model

Z
L

d0 = 102

White noise

Id� Pr
Ix

convolutional network

L�1
Z (Id� Pr)�1

• Generator: sparse deconvolution

pseudo-inverse

Ix+ ✏ Ux ? �J + ✏0

Tomas Angles

Innovation

d = 104
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  Progressive Sparse Deconvolution
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• Progressive sparse deconvolution of x ? �j for j decreasing.

Ux ? �j + ✏0 = Dj ↵

by minimising the average error k✏0k2 over a data basis.

• Learns a dictionary Dj where Ux ? �j is sparse

the CNN computes a sparse code ↵ so that:
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The CNN is learned jointly with Dj

What sparse code is computed by the CNN ?
Could it be an l1 sparse code ?
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Introduction

Given realizations of a random process X , VAEs and GANs allow to find a network
bG that transforms white Gaussian noise Z into a model bX of X :

bX = bG(Z)

A property of bG is that it allows to interpolate between generated images through
deformations.

- We show that a network bG with those properties can be obtained without opti-

mizing jointly a discriminator or an encoder.

- We propose a suitable embedding operator � that is not learned but which is
su�cient to obtain bG as a solution of a regularized inverse problem.

- Since � is not learned, we avoid the curse of dimensionality (explained in Arora
et al. 2017) when optimizing for a function that gaussianizes a high-dimensional
process, as in VAEs.

Computing a generator from an embedding

Given the following elements:

1. {xi}in : realizations of X (training set)

2.G: family of networks defined by a particular architecture

3. An embedding operator �

We propose to compute bG 2 G by inverting � on the training samples:

bG = argmin
G2G

n�1
nX

i=1

kxi �G(�(xi))k1

To avoid collapsing two di↵erent images to the same embedding we impose that:

8i, i0  n ,
1

↵
kxi � xi0k  k�(xi)� �(xi0)k  kxi � xi0k

for some ↵ > 0.

Observation: Even when � is invertible over the space of all images, we don’t have
bG = ��1. The bG that we obtain is regularized by the training data, the architecture
of the network and the optimization procedure.

- Simple experiments show that not any embedding operator will allow to find a
bG that transforms white Gaussian noise into a good model of X and interpolates
between generated images through deformations.

=) To obtain bG, we propose to look for an embedding operator � with the
following properties:

Gaussianization: The distribution of �(X) is close to a white Gaussian noise.

Continuity to deformations: The embedding � is continuous to deformations
over domains of size 2J if for all image x and a deformation of the image x⌧ we
have:

k�(x)� �(x⌧)k  C kxk
⇣
2�J|⌧ |1 + |r⌧ |1

⌘

for some real constant C.

Inverting a Scattering transform

with a generative network

An embedding operator that has the properties stated before can be implemented
with a Scattering transform.

- We choose a wavelet  , that will be scaled by 2` for di↵erent values of ` and
rotated along Q angles, and a low-pass filter �J of size 2�J to define:

SJ(x) =
h
x ? �J , |x ?  `,q| ? �J , ||x ?  `,q| ?  `0,q0| ? �J

i

1`<`0J, 1q,q0Q

The low-pass filter �J performs an averaging that under certain conditions can gaus-
sianize the process X thanks to the Central Limit Theorem. Also, one can show
that SJ is continuous to deformations of size 2�J .

The operator SJ can be obtained by cascading convolution matrices Vj and the
complex modulus as a non-linearity:

Sj = |VjSj�1| for 1  j  J

=) SJ is an instance of a deep convolutional network whose filters are specified
by wavelets and where the non-linearity is chosen to be a modulus.

- To whiten the process SJ(X) and reduce its dimensionality we compute and diag-
onalize the empirical covariance matrix and then consider only the first d principal
components as shown in the diagram:

The generator illustrated in the diagram is a DCGAN generator (Radford et al.,
2016) of depth J+2. The operators ⇢Wj compute a progressive inversion of SJ(x),
calculated with the convolutional operators |Vj| for 1  j  J .

- Finally, to obtain bG we invert the obtained embedding on the training samples by
minimizing the proposed loss stochastically using Adam with default hyperparame-
ters.
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Experimental results

We use S4 and d = 512 for the embedding operator with three datasets: Polygon5,
CelebA and LSUN-bedrooms; 65536 training and 16384 test samples for each.

Top: original images x (training set). Bottom: reconstructions from �(x) using bG.

Top: original images x (test set). Bottom: reconstructions from �(x) using bG.

Images bX = bG(Z) generated from a Gaussian white noise Z.

Interpolations through deformations. For each dataset, the first row is computed
with two training images and the second row with two test images.

CelebA Polygon5 LSUN-bedrooms

Train 25.95 42.43 21.77
Test 21.17 34.44 18.53

PSNR reconstruction errors in dB of train and test images from their whitened
Scattering embedding.
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We use S4 and d = 512 for the embedding operator with three datasets: Polygon5,
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PSNR reconstruction errors in dB of train and test images from their whitened
Scattering embedding.



    Random Sampling

• Images synthesised from a Gaussian white noise
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Classification by Dictionary Learning
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       l1 Sparse Coding: LISTA 

e↵ = argmin
z

kx�D↵k2 + � k↵k1

• With a deep neural network implemented with D and We:

Gregor & LeCun

LISTA: CNN with soft-threshold non-linearity

↵k+1 = soft-thresh(↵k +We(D↵k � x))

Id+WeD + Id+WeD ++

x �We

Can be used to learn the dictionary D Gyries et. al

• l1 sparse coe�cients in a convolutional dictionary D



Classification by Dictionary Learning
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CNN architecture: convolutions, Relu and soft-thresholdings
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D: sparse informative pattern across scales

Logistic
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end-to-end optimisation of L, D, W

Alex-Net Wavelets Wavelets + Sparse
Top 5 error 20% 70% 30%
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   Multiscale Approximations

• A Relu on multiscale wavelet filters can produce scale 
interactions: creates phase harmonics 

• Autoregressive models over multiscale phase harmonics 
approximate sparse signals and large classes of non-Gaussian and 
long range interaction processes 

• Non-linear models based on sparse dictionaries may reproduce 
some CNN results for generation and classification 

• Still need functional analysis models and approximation 
theorems with decay rates.


